Maps
Tower Hamlets Local History Library & Archives

The Parish of Stepney in 1703, published in Stow’s Survey of London, 1755

Tower Hamlets Local History Library & Archives has a fine map
collection consisting of around 4,000 maps. At present, details of these
are not available on our online catalogue, though plans are afoot to
remedy this.

Scope

Extract from Seale’s map of
Middlesex, c.1750

The map collection
consists mainly of
printed maps dating
from the sixteenth
century to the
present day. Maps
generally cover the
area of the London
Borough of Tower
Hamlets or areas
within it but some
maps cover a wider
area such as the
whole of London or
County of Middlesex.

Spitalfields, 1560

Bromley, 1930

Map Collection
Large-scale Ordnance Survey (OS) maps: These are our most
frequently-consulted maps. At a scale of 1:1250 (approximately 5 feet
to one mile) they clearly show individual properties and as such are a
boon to those studying the history of buildings and family history. The
first editions at this scale were published in about 1870 with a second
edition in 1894 and subsequent editions at various dates thereafter up
to recent dates. The Collection includes less complete coverage of OS
maps at the smaller scale of 1:2500 including all available Godfrey
Edition facsimile reproductions for the years,c1870, 1894 and 1914.

Extract from OS map of Poplar, 1937

The remainder of the map collection is arranged chronologically.
While many are at an insufficiently large scale to make them useful for
the study of individual buildings, they can be used to chart change and
development. Among the large-scale maps particularly useful are
those by Gascoyne (1703), Rocque (1745), Horwood (1790s) and
Faden (c.1813). Unfortunately we hold little in the way of large-scale
maps between this date and the first large-scale OS maps of the late
1860s. Included among these maps are ones recording administrative
areas (hamlets, parishes and boroughs) some of which detail ward
boundaries within them. There are also thematic maps such as ones
classifying poverty, housing estates, and tram routes for example.

Extract from Gascoyne’s Map of the Parish of Stepney, 1703

Extract from Rocque Map, Bow, 1745

Extract from Horwood Map, Wapping, 1790s

Maps held within other THLHLA collections

Plan of a “sugar house” in
Whitechapel from a deed of 1833

Maps and plans can often be found within books, pamphlets and
archives, and it is worth looking across all of the different formats we
hold. The archives collection in particular includes many maps and
plans, sometimes attached to title deeds illustrating the property or
land in question. You will find details of these recorded on our online
catalogue (www.THcatalogue.org.uk). Use “map” or “plan” in free-text
search or in the “category” field.

Access to the Map Collection

Maps can be viewed during our regular
opening hours. No appointment is
necessary. Trained staff will retrieve maps
for you based on the requirements of your
enquiry. A key map is available for locating
the desired large-scale OS maps.

A range of historic map facsimiles are available for sale,
including all available Godfrey Edition OS maps.

